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Scope of the Review
At Royal Bafokeng Holdings (RBH), we believe we have a responsibility to provide our stakeholders
with a holistic picture of the company, to enable them to assess the ability of RBH to create and
sustain value over the short, medium and long term. By providing disclosure in accordance with
best practice, our stakeholders can make an informed decision about the sustainability of the
businesses in which we are invested.
In accordance with this belief, our 2013 Review continues our integrated reporting journey, in
line with the recommendations of the King Code on Corporate Governance 2009 (King III).
Our reporting is aligned with the recommendations of the International Integrated Reporting
Committee and the South African Institute of Chartered Secretaries’ Framework for Integrated
Reporting. We have also been guided by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) guidelines in the
compilation of this Review.
RBH’s audited financials will be published separately and at a later date to this Review. The
company’s auditors, PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc, have provided an Independent Assurance
Report to the directors of RBH on selected sustainability information in respect of this Review
(see page 68).
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In 2013, we reviewed our investment strategy
and began to reposition our investment portfolio
in alignment with our shareholder’s mandate:
to continue with and speed up the process of
diversifying our portfolio to include sectors beyond
platinum mining.
This critical shift is the theme for our 2013 Integrated
Review. Further discussion about this shift can be
found in our Chairman’s message (page 10), Chief
Executive Officer’s review (page 14) and in our
Operations section, particularly our financial review
(page 36).
In keeping with this period of adjustment, we also
took the opportunity to bring a fresh, new look to
our Integrated Review. We hope you like the smaller,
more portable size and the revamped contents,
which nonetheless, continue to provide our
stakeholders with a holistic picture of the company
in accordance with best practice.
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Our value statement

Who
we
are:
We pride ourselves in being
a community-based
investment company whose
growth uplifts and creates
intergenerational wealth for
the Royal Bafokeng Nation,
a relevant and innovative
traditional community.
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Our
business
model:
We invest in long-term growth sectors.
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Our business model

Royal Bafokeng Nation (RBN):
Tswana-speaking people

Dividends
4
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Dividends

150,000

Kgosi
Leruo Molotlegi
Royal Bafokeng Nation
Development Trust
(RBNDT)

Supreme Council

(representatives of the community)

16%

Education

15%
Health

13%

Economic
development

13%
Food

11%
Security

10%
Public
utilities

10%

Environment

6%

Sports

6%

History and
heritage

investment in commercial enterprises

Mining

Mining, oil and gas services

Impala Platinum Holdings;
Merafe Resources; Royal Bafokeng Platinum

Fraser Alexander; MOGS

Industrials

Infrastructure

Metair Investments

Attacq; Vodacom SA

Financial

Other

Rand Merchant Bank Holdings; Rand Merchant
Insurance Holdings

DHL Express; M-Tech Industrial; RB Engineering;
T-Jet Helicopters; Praxima Africa Payroll Systems;
BCT (26% of Purple Rain)
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Key features in 2013

Finance and
investments
Long-term performance remains ahead
of market benchmarks, despite challenges in
platinum mining
Excellent performance from non-mining
assets, especially financial services holdings
Flat performance in gross asset portfolio
for the year
Financial services assets
outperformed during the year with an
annual return of 28% (including dividends)
Successful listing of Attacq Limited on
the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) and
RBH participation in rights issue
Sale of MB Technologies, Astrapak and
Pasco Risk Holdings
Prudent management of gearing on RBH’s
balance sheet through restructuring of funding
6
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Repositioning for

sustainable
growth
Comprehensive review of investment
strategy and human capacity to
implement the strategy
Review aimed at ensuring an alignment
between shareholder objectives and
RBH’s portfolio of investments
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Chairman’s message
“We have reviewed our
investment strategy and
commenced the journey
of repositioning our
investment portfolio”

Monhla Hlahla
Chairman

Repositioning for sustainable growth
Royal Bafokeng Holdings (RBH) is tasked
with managing the commercial assets of the
Royal Bafokeng Nation Development Trust
(RBNDT) in a manner that can sustainably
fund the needs of the current and future
generations of the Bafokeng people. This
principle of intergenerational equity is at the
heart of RBH’s investment objectives. We
take this responsibility seriously and this is
demonstrated by the investment choices
we make and the strong leadership we have
drawn on in order to ensure that there is value
created at every stage of our investment
value chain.
The period under review, the first full year
in which I have been privileged to serve as
the chairman of RBH, has been a period of
recalibrating our focus. We have reviewed
our investment strategy and commenced
the journey of repositioning our investment
portfolio in alignment with our shareholder’s
mandate: to continue and speed up the
process of diversifying the portfolio to sectors
beyond platinum mining. As the Board and
management team continue to make these
decisions, we are always mindful of the need
to deliver strong results, bearing in mind that

10
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the dividends we declare are used to uplift

virtually no damaging labour disputes. RBPlat

and empower the Bafokeng people.

sets an example of corporate behaviour from
which others can learn.

In pursuit of our investment strategy, we
focused our efforts on rationalising our

There has also been a notable improvement

portfolio by exiting investments that we

in the safety performance of Implats. The

believed to be non-core in order to release

fatal injury frequency rate improved by

both financial and human capital to focus on

25.3% and there were no fall-of-ground fatal

core areas of the business. In line with our

accidents throughout the Group, which is a

objectives of being a prudent and long-term

considerable achievement.

investor, we focused on optimising our debt
funding to better manage the risks posed by

Over and above mining, we are also invested in

the volatility of the price of platinum assets.

financial services; industrials; mining, oil, and
gas services; infrastructure; and other stock

Investment review

market sectors. Our business model requires

The mining sector still forms a substantial

that we constantly review our portfolio. During

proportion of our portfolio. Our management

the year under review, we were pleased with

team continues to monitor and watch with

the continued good performance of our

a close eye the challenges confronting the

financial services assets, which is critical in

mining sector, especially the platinum sector.

mitigating the continued under-performance

Platinum was the initial value creator for the

of the platinum assets. It is important to note

Bafokeng people and, over the years, we have

that all of RBH’s assets are currently invested

successfully leveraged our shareholding in

in South African equity shares, with 84%

Impala Platinum (Implats) and Royal Bafokeng

of these listed on the Johannesburg Stock

Platinum (RBPlat) to provide the foundation

Exchange (JSE).

for the diversification of our investment base
outside of our platinum endowment.

As we seek further investment opportunities,

It might be appropriate here to point to an

from divestment and where necessary seek

indirect contribution to the well-being of South

external finance to fund our diversification

Africa as a whole and to the mining industry in

strategy.

we shall continue to redeploy proceeds

particular. In 2013, following in the immediate
altered the mining landscape forever, our

Our commitment to social transformation
and stakeholder engagement

platinum-mining subsidiary, RBPlat, stood

As a community-owned investment company

out as an example of sound labour practices.

charged with delivering current and
intergenerational wealth to its ultimate
owners and stakeholders, RBH is, in many

wake of the events at Marikana in 2012 that

RBPlat’s policies of open engagement with
employees contributed to a year marked by

11

Chairman’s message continued
ways, unique in Africa. We have a single

Our reports are clearly and understandably
communicated to the Bafokeng people
through various governance structures of the
RBN including the RBNDT Board of Trustees,
Supreme Council and the Nation’s Kgotha
Kgothe at which the Nation’s leaders listen
and report to the people. My colleagues and
I are particularly proud of this relationship that
delivers two-way communication of what is
expected and what is feasible.

shareholder, the RBNDT, but like all other
South African companies, we are acutely
aware that we have responsibilities to
stakeholders beyond the shareholder. We
work hand-in-hand with the RBN through the
RBNDT – in a symbiotic, trusting and open
relationship. It is a relationship in which our
own strategies align with the near and longerterm aspirations of the RBN. This past year,
then, and in the full appreciation that the

We have set out our ambition of heightening our
community development impact by leveraging
a shared and integrated approach with regional
mining companies and other stakeholders in
areas such as overall social planning, education
and enterprise development.

nation is comprised of different communities
with varying expectations and with differing
imperatives, we have been meticulous in
explaining clearly our strategies and aims.
Trust is central to our relationships.

Our goal is to ensure that our activities align with the shareholder’s social objectives.

12
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Prudent leadership

we collaborate with the companies in which we
are invested to leverage their contributions to

At the outset of 2013, with a recently-

social delivery. We measure our investments’

appointed Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

suitability on the social contributions of our

and executive committee, we focused our

investee companies as well as on our monetary

energies on ensuring that we have the

receipts from them. It is important to add that

appropriate institutional capacity to execute

RBH being wholly-owned by the RBN does

our strategy. This entailed a number of key

not absolve the company from compliance

initiatives including the strengthening of

with broader corporate social investment (CSI)

corporate governance processes within RBH

responsibilities – RBH is a company like all

and between RBH and its shareholder. This

others governed by the laws of the land.

was done through the shareholder compact.

In conclusion

(See our CEO’s review, page 14).

I would like to extend my thanks and

We also focused on enhancing our human

appreciation to all those colleagues who have

capital and ensuring we have sustainable and

been part of our company’s development

aligned incentive schemes.

and who have helped enable its social

Last but not least, we improved our risk

contributions. Together we can continue

management processes and enhanced our

steadfastly on the path we have set ourselves

wider stakeholder engagement strategy. Our

as we reposition for sustainable growth.

management continued to lead from the front
and provide sound counsel during challenging
times. I would also like to take the time to
thank Kgosi Leruo for his continuous prudent
guidance and leadership – his vision for the
RBN is unrivalled and underpins what we do.
We do not exist simply to deliver monetary
value to our shareholder. While other asset
managers might see this as their sole remit, our

Monhla Hlahla

goal is to ensure that our activities align with the

Chairman

shareholder’s social objectives. Furthermore,

31 March 2014
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Chief Executive Officer’s
review
“It was, then, a year of
critical review to ensure we
can deal with our immediate
challenges and reposition
RBH to achieve sustainable
growth in alignment with
the shareholder’s vision
of intergenerational wealth
creation”

Albertinah Kekana
Chief Executive Officer

The past year, the first full year in which, like
our Chairman, I have been privileged to be
engaged in the direction of this unique and very
special company, we have continued to move
steadily forward in diversifying our portfolio as
part of repositioning for sustainable growth.
Royal Bafokeng Holdings (RBH) is unique,
not in the fact that it is an investment holding
company but more because it has a single
shareholder. This single shareholder is the
Royal Bafokeng Nation Development Trust
(RBNDT), which has as its beneficiary
the Royal Bafokeng Nation (RBN), whose
present and future economic welfare is
underpinned by RBH’s own success.
And this uniqueness of being owned by a
community defines to a considerable extent
our strategic positioning.

Ten-year anniversary
The year 2013 was the tenth since Kgosi
Leruo Molotlegi, our former chairman and the
leader of the RBN, set in motion the strategy
needed to institutionalise how the Nation’s
wealth should be preserved and grown for the
14
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benefit of current and future generations. At
that early stage he had the foresight to realise
that though the Nation had a solid platinum
endowment, it had a limited life expectancy
and was subject to the challenges of a single
product. We have seen precisely what that
can lead to during these past few years, when
commodity prices have been volatile.

to the shareholder, day-to-day operational
decisions and good corporate governance
should be the responsibility of the executives.
In this, we are no different from our peers and
counterparts – being a wholly communityowned company in no way absolves us from
sound corporate governance.
The company, it was also understood, needs
to be agile in its investment commitments if
it is to generate adequate dividend flows and
asset value growth.

It was, then, a year of critical review to ensure
we can deal with our immediate challenges and
reposition RBH to achieve sustainable growth
in alignment with the shareholder’s vision of
intergenerational wealth creation. It was a
year to hone evolutionary strategies that
would ensure the intergenerational legacy as
envisioned by the leadership of the nation.
My review, then, will focus more on strategic
issues than on investment specifics. The
latter are comprehensively covered under the
Operations section.

Shareholder compact
The outcome of the re-evaluation was a
mutually-agreed shareholder compact that
enshrines the responsibilities between RBH
and its sole shareholder, the RBNDT.
This symbiosis between the RBNDT and
RBH delivers a particular strength and
understanding. The dividends RBH declares
are the income from which the RBNDT
prioritises its spending. For our part, we at
RBH have a responsibility to explain to our
shareholder what is financially and sustainably
possible. This compact lays the foundations
for the company’s future development and is
a blueprint of how we do business on behalf
of the Nation.

Solidifying corporate governance
RBH has matured into a vigorous corporate
creature and, to ensure that this vigour
persists, it was an appropriate time to
reconfirm the parameters in which the
company operates. The critical examination
was a collaborative effort between RBH’s
executive, the Board and representatives
of the company’s sole shareholder. The
principles re-stated were the development
of an investment portfolio that would serve
the needs of this and future generations but
that would also be as good or even better for
the generations that follow. The re-evaluation
recognised the fact that ownership of
the enterprise lies with the Nation while
management is in the hands of the executive;
that while major decisions should be referred

Both sides well appreciate the soundness
of a relationship defined almost a decade
ago. We are aligned. And while the Nation
itself prioritises its spending and establishes
plans for the future, RBH itself determines
the structure of a portfolio that can sustain
the Nation’s responsible spending rate.
RBH, if you will, leads from behind by clearly
explaining just what the investment portfolio
can deliver in dividends to this generation
15

Chief executive officer’s review continued
without compromising the wellbeing of

and continue to be on the lookout for the

future generations.

right greenfield and brownfield opportunities.
We believe that these opportunities will also

Repositioning for sustainable growth

set us up for growing our footprint into sub-

The principal strategic portfolio review in 2013

Saharan Africa.

was founded on the principle of sustainability
and an understanding of our risks and

Our platinum holdings continue to represent

opportunities. Our overarching approach

a substantial portion of our portfolio’s total

was to make changes to the portfolio so as

market value. And the platinum industry

to have exposure in long-term growth sectors.

is still facing challenges as it copes with an

At present, we have a high exposure to the

over-supplied market and cost increases that

mining and financial services sectors. And as

continue to outpace revenues. Though these

we diversify we shall target the infrastructure,

factors might appear to signal a need for

consumer, industrial, energy and property

diversification completely away from the sector,

sectors. In this we display risk aversion

we appreciate that this industry has longer-term

based on the fact that diversity reduces the

prospects which can be used as a springboard

risk of value destruction that can come from

for investment into other sectors.

a too-narrow focus on particular sectors or

As illustrations of what this new strategy has

jurisdictions.

initially led to, we have disposed of our holding

To an extent, our investment approach has

in Astrapak, one of our longest-standing

been thematic. Some years back we saw

holdings, as we feel its industrial sector does

considerable potential in the oil and gas sector

not offer the prospects we are seeking. We

The platinum industry has longer-term prospects which can be used as a springboard for investment
into other sectors.
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Though our entire dividend flow to our sole
shareholder is ultimately directed by the Nation
towards social investment, RBH itself does
not ignore its own social responsibilities –
responsibilities that complement those of the
Nation but also help address social issues that
restrict the country’s economic prospects.
In 2013, RBH allocated R10.7 million to CSI,
a small but focused addition to the Nation’s
annual spending budget of more than
R600 million. Our aim is to focus our future
spend on education and entrepreneurial
development as these have the capacity
to create jobs and have an impact on the
upliftment of communities.

also sold out of Pasco Risk Holdings and MB
Technologies. On the other hand, we increased
our holding in Attacq (formerly Atterbury
Investment Holdings), which went on to list on
the Johannesburg Stock Exchange and which
better suits what we are trying to achieve. We
also increased our stake in M-Tech Industrial
from 25.1% to 50.1%.
To put it simply, we now have in place a
continuous portfolio review process. Best
practice determines that we continually
assess the value and returns generated by
our investments so as to be able to deliver
on our mandate.

Our people

We also have another role – encouraging our
investee companies to direct funds towards
corporate social investment (CSI). Though we
do not dictate how our investee companies
should behave, we strive to set an example
of social responsibility that motivates others.

During 2013, we reviewed the employees’
remuneration policy in order to set a
transparent base for dealing with rewards.
Our people are our key asset and we continue
to value and hone their talents. We boast a
committed and passionate team that executes
its role with integrity.

With the completion of our strategic review
and the signing of the shareholder compact,
RBH continues its confident journey towards
the future. I am certain that we, as a team, can
continue to deliver on our mandate.

Black economic empowerment partner
of choice and good corporate citizen
I believe that our brand and our reputation
in the investment community stand us in
good stead. RBH is a full black economic
empowerment (BEE) company and a longterm holder of investments, making it an
attractive partner for prospective investee
companies. We are positioned as the BEE
partner of choice, a reputation we guard
jealously. Our long-term holding strategy
means that we are less concerned than might
otherwise be the case about short-term share
price fluctuations. This is further explained in
our investment strategy (see page 30).

It would be remiss of me not to recognise
the contributions of my Board colleagues
and staff members. I thank them all for the
untiring support they have given me and for
their commitment to RBH. I would also like to
thank everyone in the RBN who has helped
with advice and strategic direction. Together
we can do great things.
Albertinah Kekana
Chief Executive Officer
31 March 2014
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RBH and the platinum mining industry: the challenges
and the opportunities
“Our Group continues to be
mindful of the significance
of the platinum industry
within the RBN community”

term, the profitability of the platinum mining
industry is under duress due to cost pressures
and weak PGM prices. This is exacerbated by
prevailing labour disputes.
While there are challenges within the industry,
there has been significant progress in health

There is a long history between the RBN and

and safety and the South African Department

the platinum industry which is manifested in

of Mineral Resources should be credited for

the significant platinum holdings within the

increasing the focus on safety issues and

RBH portfolio. The cyclicality of platinum

continuously

mining does result in increased volatility of

mining companies have also been very

the value of the portfolio and the dividend

these.

Platinum

active in uplifting and influencing a change in

RBH is able to distribute to its shareholder,

their employees’ behaviour which has led to

the RBNDT.

significant transformation in safety practices.

Cyclical challenges relate to the current

Our Group continues to be mindful of the

depressed European demand for cars with

significance of the platinum industry within

platinum group metal (PGM)-based catalytic
converters.

monitoring

Vehicle

demand

is

the RBN community and, indeed, within the

showing

signs of improvement in that area, leading to

greater South African landscape through its

expectations of a recovery in PGM demand

contribution to GDP, employment and export

over the medium term. This, coupled with

proceeds. We are supportive of a long-term

constrained supply-side dynamics, means a

sustainable platinum industry that balances

more positive PGM price outlook. In the short

the objectives of all stakeholders.
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RBH: reflecting on a
decade of intergenerational
development
“Strong leadership has
always been at the
forefront of making
critical and necessary
investment decisions”
Sustained vision
In ten short years, RBH has continued the
process to develop into the secure repository
of our people’s patrimony - of the intergenerational wealth that will underpin our
future development as a Nation. The elders
will recall the trials that this closely-knit people
have suffered and overcome and from which
they have safely emerged. They will recall how
through challenges, the Nation manoeuvred
to keep and benefit from what they owned.
As a result, the RBN has a wealth of experience
on which to draw when facing challenging
situations.

The leadership of RBH
Given

the

mandate

of

RBH,

strong

leadership has always been at the forefront
of making critical and necessary investment
decisions. The RBNDT, supported by Kgosi,
is responsible for ensuring that RBH attracts
individuals with the right leadership abilities,
and skills and affinity for development and
empowerment of communities.

RBH has a 100% interest in T-Jet Helicopters.
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Royal Bafokeng Holdings timeline
2002

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Formation of
Royal Bafokeng
Resources

Bafokeng
Rasimone Platinum
Mine JV formation

Acquisition of SA
Chrome
(Merafe Resources)

Formation of
Royal Bafokeng
Finance

First investment
in non-mining:
Astrapak

Merger of
Royal Bafokeng
Resources and
Royal Bafokeng
Finance

2006

2010

2010

2010

2011

2013

Exchange of
Implats royalties
for 12%
shareholding

Listing of
RBPlat

Acquisition of
Atterbury Investment
Holdings
shareholding

Acquisition of
first tranche of
Rand Merchant
Bank Holdings

Acquisition of
second tranche of
Rand Merchant
Bank Holdings

Listing of
Atterbury Investment
Holdings
(Attacq)

Chairman

CEO

Board members

Kgosi Leruo
Molotlegi
(2006-2012)

Niall Carroll
(2006-2011)

Thabo Mokgatlha, Khumo Shongwe, Steve Phiri,
Lucas Ndala, Tshidi Nyama, Monhla Hlahla,
Tom Boardman

Lucas Ndala
(acting: 2011-2012)

Khumo Shongwe, Tom Boardman, Tshidi Nyama,
Steve Phiri, Obakeng Phetwe, Fran du Plessis

Albertinah Kekana
(2012 to present)

Steve Phiri, Tshidi Nyama, Tom Boardman, Obakeng
Phetwe, Refiloe Nkadimeng, Fran du Plessis

Monhla Hlahla
(2012 to present)

At the end of 2006, the gross asset value
of RBH’s listed and non-listed investments
stood at R22.4 billion, of which almost three
quarters was in Implats alone. By 2008,
when the global financial markets crashed

and the world’s economies went into a
tail spin, the value of RBH’s portfolio dropped
to R20 billion. Through the diversification
process, and over time, the portfolio’s value
has been restored.
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RBH: reflecting on a decade of intergenerational
development continued
Dividends received and paid (R million)
1,638

RBH’s asset base originated from platinum
mining rights. The RBH Board set out to
diversify the asset base, with a view to reducing
risk and making the income stream more
resilient. The initial phases of diversification
were achieved through investing excess capital
in non-platinum assets (2005-2010) and
raising debt to invest in non-platinum assets
(2010-2011). The R7.8 billion investment in
financial services during 2011 transformed
the portfolio from being one dominated by
resources shares, to a more diversified one.
These efforts (together with the combined
effect of labour unrest and weak metals prices)
have reduced the exposure to platinum mining
from 100% in 2005 to 40% currently.
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Portfolio highlights

Dividends received
Dividends paid

During 2012 and 2013 RBH sold off several
smaller investments and made follow-on
investments in high-growth companies. This
should enable the team to focus its efforts
on fewer, larger investments. RBH believes
that Africa will progressively become a more
investor-friendly destination, as well as offer
superior growth to that of more developed
economies. For this reason we are encouraging
our investee companies to expand into Africa,
and we are seeking to make selective direct
investments in sub-Saharan Africa.

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
(Based to 100)

The large exposure to platinum mining
assets (40% of total) remains a significant
concentration risk that will have to be managed.
In addition, the cyclicality of platinum mining
raises the volatility of the portfolio value and
the dividends RBH is able to distribute to its
shareholder. In line with international best
practice RBH will (over time) migrate to an asset
22
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allocation that better meets the requirements

Graduate programme

of real growth, capital preservation and yield.

RBH really appreciates the support it has
received from its partners over the years. In
our 2013 group, more students were placed
through the ‘Class of’ programme compared
to previous years. The engineering students
that undertook their P1/P2 experiential
learning completed their training successfully
and are now working towards obtaining their
qualifications with their respective universities.
A significant number of students in various
fields such as operations, human resources,
finance and marketing have been offered
permanent employment within RBN entities
and RBH investee companies.

The emphasis is on maintaining purchasing
power of the company, after inflation and
appropriate spending.
Despite the exposure in platinum mining
shares for historical reasons, RBH outperformed
the ALSI on a cumulative basis. RBH’s IRR on
gross assets over the past eight years was
18.8% per annum, compared with the ALSI’s
15.7% compound annual total return for the
same period.

The impact of RBH
Partnerships
RBH has always boasted a supportive network

The future

of partners and stakeholders, who have helped

It is trite to say that the future is uncertain. But,
since its formation in 2006, RBH has clearly
shown that its strategy of long-term steady
investment growth is a sound foundation
for success. And, while changes will almost
certainly be made to our portfolio holdings
as we progress, our objectives are unlikely to
alter fundamentally.

the company learn and achieve its successes.
These include its shareholder the RBNDT, RBH
employees, investee companies, government,
industry partners, advisers and peers, nongovernmental organisations (NGOs) and the
media.

Corporate social investment

Looking back over the past ten years, we
are grateful for the partners and friends who
have helped us both achieve success and
rise above the difficult times. Our aims are
simple: to grow and diversify our investments
and to build a pan-African communitybased investment company. We will pursue
investments on the African continent in
growing sectors such as property, oil and gas,
consumer industries and mining services.

Since its inception, RBH has itself spent over
R73 million on CSI projects in the areas of
social development; health; education; music
and arts; entrepreneurship development; and
sports development, both in Bafokeng and
non-Bafokeng communities. This is above
and beyond the amounts disbursed by the
RBNDT. And, in aiding NGOs and communitybased organisation (CBOs) operating in RBN
communities, RBH has, indirectly, been able
to assist with further development of its
community (see page 50 for more details).
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Investment in commercial
enterprises
“The Board and the executive
team are held accountable
for the investment strategy
by the shareholder”
RBH’s primary mandate is to deliver the yield
necessary to enable the RBNDT to meet the
RBN’s development objectives, and to protect
and grow the capital base in real terms.
This responsibility necessitates that we are
prudent in how we approach investments.
Both the Board and the executive team are
held accountable for the investment strategy
by the shareholder, as detailed on page 30
of this report.
Also, in line with RBH’s overall investment
strategy, potential investments are screened
and analysed using predetermined criteria.
While it does not wish to manage the relevant
operations of the companies in which it is
invested, RBH is an active and participative
shareholder, with its executives sitting on the
boards of investee companies, through which
RBH has input into strategy and governance
issues.
Profitability is the primary determinant of
long-term returns. In this regard, RBH seeks
to invest in companies with established track
records, strong management teams and a
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competitive advantage. Paying a fair price

transformation and sustainability dynamics in

for a top asset is of paramount importance,

negotiating the price and structuring terms of

rather than a great price for a low-quality

each investment.

asset. Taking into account our shareholder’s
tolerance for capital loss, RBH does not invest

Strategic themes adopted by the RBH

in start-ups and aims to diversify the portfolio

Board, and that, over time, should manifest

over time with regard to industry, asset class

in the portfolio are diversification, a pan-

and geography. RBH seeks to further enhance

African investment appetite, and improving

its return on equity by exploiting the current

portfolio yield.

Our investments
as at 31 December 2013
Mining: 41.2% of gross assets
Actual interest 13%

Implats is the world’s second largest platinum producer. Implats
mines, refines and markets PGMs, as well as nickel, copper and
cobalt. In 2013, Implats produced 1.58 Moz of platinum (some 22%
of global supply) and 3.23 Moz of PGMs. Implats is listed on the
JSE (IMP).

Actual interest 56%

RBPlat was originally incorporated in July 2008 by RBH. Today, it
is an independent, black-controlled platinum producer listed on the
JSE (RBP). RBPlat operates the Bafokeng Rasimone Platinum Mine
and is in the process of constructing the Styldrift 1 Project, both of
which are situated in the North West Province of South Africa.

Actual interest 29%

Merafe Resources, which has a 20.5% participation in the
Xstrata-Merafe Chrome Venture in the North West, Limpopo
and Mpumalanga Provinces, is the world’s largest producer of
ferrochrome. Merafe is listed on the JSE (MRF).
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Financial services: 41.2% of gross assets
Actual interest 15%

RMB Holdings is a focused investment company with a 33.9%
stake in FirstRand, southern Africa’s pre-eminent banking group.
First Rand’s entrepreneurial culture and track record for innovation
contribute to a strong outcome against a challenging economic
environment. JSE code: RMH.

Actual interest 15%

RMI Holdings is a separately-listed, investment holding group,
boasting a diversified portfolio in leading South African insurance
companies, namely OUTsurance, Discovery and MMI. JSE code:
RMI.

Infrastructure: 11.7% of gross assets
Actual interest 2%

Vodacom is a mobile communications company providing voice,
messaging, data and converged solutions to around 35.6 million
subscribers in Africa. The company is majority owned by Vodafone,
one of the world’s largest mobile communications companies by
revenue. Vodacom SA has a leading share of the South African
market and its parent company is listed on the JSE.

Actual interest 14%

Attacq, previously Atterbury Investment Holdings, is a leading
South African capital growth fund in the real estate sector. Attacq
holds property assets in South Africa, the rest of Africa, and
Europe. The company’s current target is to have 65% of its portfolio
in investments and 35% in developments. JSE code: ATT.

Mining, oil and gas services: 3.8% of gross assets
Actual interest 100%

Fraser Alexander is the South African market leader in mine tailings
disposal, dry bulk materials handling in the mining and ferrochrome
industries, and infrastructure construction in the mining sector.

Actual interest 100%

MOGS is a South African-based company created by RBH to
invest in mining, oil and gas services businesses in Africa and the
Middle East.
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Industrials: 1.9% of gross assets
Actual interest 9.4%

Metair Investments is a publicly-owned company listed on the JSE
(MTA). Headquartered in Johannesburg, it holds and manages a
portfolio of companies that manufacture and distribute products
predominantly for the automotive industry.

Other: less than 1% of gross assets
Effective interest 17.5%

DHL Express offers shipping, tracking and courier delivery services.

Actual interest 50.1%

M-Tech Industrial is an accredited, multi-disciplinary engineering
company with several areas of specialisation including nuclear
energy and the development of plant simulators.

Actual interest 33%

Praxima Africa Payroll Systems is an outsourced payroll and human
resource service provider.

Actual interest 26%

RB Engineering is a mining-related joint venture with engineering
firm Metix.

RB Engineering
Actual interest 100%

T-Jet Helicopters is an aviation business, operating helicopter and
related services.
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Our strategy and
approach to investing
“Diversification has been
a strategic thrust for
several years, given the
historic high exposure to
PGM mining assets”
Overview
RBH has been mandated by its shareholder,
the RBNDT, to manage the RBN’s commercial
assets to ensure long-term sustainable returns
for the benefit of current and future generations
of the Bafokeng people.
Although the primary focus is on value
creation, we place great emphasis on capital
preservation. To this end, diversification has
been a strategic thrust for several years, given
the historic high exposure to PGM mining
assets. Significant progress has been made in
this regard, but more needs to be done. During
the year the Board approved a strategic asset
allocation that will be the yardstick against
which the portfolio will be benchmarked. It will
take several years for the portfolio to align with
the strategic asset allocation.
A secondary responsibility is to generate
sufficient income to pass on as dividends to our
shareholder, the RBNDT. Income generated
from the investment portfolio is the primary
source of funding for the RBN’s social and
infrastructure budget. Improving the yield of
the portfolio will be a focus area - this does not
mean that all investments should be dividend-
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paying, but that there should be an appropriate

we avoid turnaround situations and venture

mix of income-generating and growth assets.

capital; and
• The company should share our values and

A tertiary responsibility is to assist the RBN

have a high regard for sound corporate

in the generation of social returns. RBH adds

governance.

value to this process through the activities
funded by its CSI programme and through

RBH considers active ownership an important

encouraging its investee companies and other

component of its investment strategy. We

third parties to bring funding and skills to bear

seek mutually beneficial partnerships with

on programmes that are part of or are aligned

our investee companies and play an active

with the RBN.

but constructive role. The company normally
negotiates Board representation. In choosing

Approach to investing

its directors, RBH nominates individuals who

RBH is a long-term investor that acquires

will add value to the investee company and

significant stakes in high-quality companies.

will participate in and influence the investee

The funding of the overall portfolio is made

company’s

through a combination of equity capital

strategic

management.

The

RBH director so nominated owes his/her

provided by the RBN and by prudent levels

primary fiduciary responsibility to the investee

of debt.

company. We promote best practice in terms

The type of assets in which RBH seeks to

of operations and governance, and aim to

invest are those that meet our strategic asset

influence investee companies to contribute

allocation criteria (diversification, growth, risk

positively to the development of the Bafokeng

and yield), but also satisfy all or most of the

and others. RBH aims to add value through

following qualitative criteria:

participation in processes involving talent
identification, remuneration, capital allocation,

• 
Companies should have resilient business
models

that

will

outlast

most

high-level strategy and corporate governance,

cycles

but it does not seek to get operationally

and withstand changes in the operating

involved in the companies that it invests in.

environment;
• The asset stands to benefit from favourable

Looking forward

macro-economic or social tailwinds;

The

RBH

investment

team

spends

• It is one of the top quality assets in its industry;

considerable time analysing the fair value of

• The asset must be profitable, or should be

potential targets, as well as their long-term

profitable under normal circumstances. We

growth prospects. Profitability is the primary

will, however, invest in infrastructure projects

determinant of long-term returns. Over time,

that are not profitable from day one, but

the higher compound return generated by a
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Our strategy and approach to investing continued
without sacrificing growth. In the medium

thriving business will more than compensate
for the initial discount on buying into a business

term, RBH is targeting investments in

that has an average growth rate. Industry, asset

sub-Saharan Africa and, in the long-term, will

class and geography are also some of the

add developed-market exposure, absolute-

considerations we will look into as we diversify.

return strategies, as well as inflation-linked
fixed income.

Notwithstanding our unwillingness to predict
the future, we believe in trends and cycles.

Finally, we must position RBH to maximise

We recognise the importance of cycles in

our access to relevant deal flow so that we

economic growth, commodities, interest

can find the optimal portfolio investments.

rates and other macro drivers on company

An essential element of past success has

profits and share prices, but we are not

been RBH’s approach to partnership and

relying on cyclical moves to compensate

abundance. All stakeholders have a role to

for poor investment decisions. Timing of

play in RBH’s drive to create value and all

economic cycles is not possible – we would

need to share fairly in that value. The RBN

rather buy into businesses that can be held

provides the capital, brand and credentials

through these. The terms of purchase can

and

be further enhanced through securing BEE

the

RBH

executive

provides

the

experience and skills to generate financial

discounts, attractively priced options and

and social returns from the RBN asset base.

follow-up purchases and the appropriate

In turn, the RBH executive seeks to support

use of value funding.

and encourage the management teams and

RBH’s future investment programme will

co-shareholders of RBH’s investments in

have a bias towards diversification and yield,

creating value for all stakeholders.
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Financial highlights

Financial services assets
outperformed during the year, with an
annual return of 28% (including dividends)

Long-term performance remains ahead
of the market
Renegotiated terms of funding will lead
to R60 million annual saving

Successful listing of Attacq Limited on
the JSE

Flat performance in gross asset portfolio
for the year

Sale of MB Technologies, Astrapak and
Pasco Risk Holdings
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Overview of MOGS: Mining, Oil and Gas Services
“MOGS’s long-term vision
is to become a leading,
black-owned infrastructure
and service provider for the
oil and gas industry”

Goodman Locomotives and Trident mono
rope winches.
• MSA – an independent holistic mining and
exploration services provider and provider
of specialist technical input into international
projects across all mineral commodities,
including specialist project consulting and
contracting services to the mining industry.

MOGS is a wholly-owned subsidiary of RBH

•	
Geoserve Drilling Services – focuses on

and focuses on provision of various products

providing exploration drilling services to

and services to the mining, oil and gas services

the mining industry including offering core-

industry in South Africa and neighbouring

drilling services for the purpose of qualifying

countries. MOGS delivers its services through

the required resources.

various specialist subsidiaries. MOGS’s longterm vision is to become a leading, black-

•	
Elbroc and Stope Technology Services

owned infrastructure provider for the oil and

– the industry leaders in the design

gas industry.

and manufacture of various prop safety
systems for the mining industry including

MOGS business is split into mining services,

the installation and maintenance of the

energy products and the oil and gas

products. Products are designed to stabilise

infrastructure business. The company vision is

rock ceilings and can also withstand seismic

to create an integrated mining services platform

movements in the earth’s core to maintain a

that can provide a seamless service for the

stable support in the mining shafts.

industry. The mining services and energy
products businesses consist of the following:

•	
Booysens Drilling – provides specialist

•	
Trident SA – a leading designer and

dewatering services, mostly for the iron ore

manufacturer of mining machinery and a

and manganese industry in the Northern

supplier of Elimco Rocker Shovel loaders,

Cape.

production
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• McWade – manufactures and supplies
electrical

components

for

the

at global traders, producers and refineries.

energy

Saldanha provides a naturally deep port

industry. Its products include insulators,

that can accommodate very large ships

isolators, compression tooling, transmission

and has existing crude oil infrastructure.

and distribution line hardware as well as

OTMS has already received environmental

high voltage substation interconnecting

approval for the facility and is currently at

clamps up to 765kw.

advanced stages in its application to the
National Energy Regulator of South Africa

•	
B attery Electric – specialises in the

(NERSA) for a construction licence.

design and manufacture of underground
railway control systems. The product
offering

includes

battery

•	
Mozambique Oil and Gas Services

locomotive

Centre – MOGS, through its Mozambican

controllers, battery chargers, AC locomotive

subsidiary COGS, has access to land in

controllers, auto re-closers and remote

Pemba for the development of an oil and

control systems for locomotives.

gas services centre. The facility will provide
warehouses, pipe stacking yards as well as

The oil and gas infrastructure business

accommodation camps for all the key oil

is currently made up of projects that are
at various stages of development mostly

and gas explorers in the region. COGS has

around the Southern African Development

already provided basic services on land in

Community (SADC) region. Projects include:

preparation for the major tenants.

and

•	
Zimbabwe fuel pipeline – MOGS has

Blending Facility – MOGS has partnered

recently signed a framework agreement

with Oil Tanking Grinrod Calulo through

with the Zimbabwean government to form a

a joint venture called OTMS for the

joint venture to develop new multi-product

development of a 13.2 million barrel

petroleum pipeline as well as buying into the

concrete storage and blending facility in

existing pipeline project. The joint venture

Saldanha. The facility will consist of 12

will develop Harare into a fuel hub for the

interconnected tanks and will be targeted

SADC region.

•	
Saldanha

Crude

Oil

Storage
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Financial review
“We experienced strong
growth from our financial
services and industrial assets”
RBH has redeemed some of its debt ahead of
schedule in 2013, resulting in a drop in gearing
from 25% in 2012 to 24% in 2013.
The poor performance of our mining
investments resulted in the overall gross RBH
portfolio delivering an IRR of 2.9% for 2013,
despite very strong operational and share
price performances from our non-mining
assets. An 11% weaker platinum price (to
which RBH’s portfolio is heavily exposed) was
just one of the drivers of the poor performance
from the mining portfolio (-18% for the year).
Adding to the global challenges facing the
mining portfolio were some operational,
geological and political issues, with rand
weakness providing some respite.
As articulated in the platinum challenges and
opportunities section on page 18, there is a
combination of factors that most affect the
mining portfolio, including ongoing labour
unrest.
Dividend income declined by 11% during the
year, driven by lower dividends from Implats.
The RMB Holdings and RMI Holdings dividends
were used to service debt. No dividends were
paid to RBNDT (2012: R192 million).
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2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
(Based to 100)

Portfolio value

the poor performance from our mining assets
(-18%). RBH disinvested from Astrapak, MB

The capital value of RBH’s gross assets was

Technologies and Pasco during 2013, and

flat at R39 billion. Large declines in our mining

applied the proceeds towards retirement

asset values were offset by strong growth

of debt and further investments in Attacq,

from our financial services and industrial

M-Tech Industrial and MOGS.

assets. By way of example, RMB Holdings
and RMI Holdings combined (+28%), Attacq

Due to debt repayments and gross asset

(formerly

values remaining flat, the net asset value

Atterbury

Investment

Holdings)

increased to R30 billion.

(+68%), and Metair (+22%) helped to offset
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Relative cumulative total return
performance

Gross asset value by sector (%)

The RBH gross asset portfolio delivered a
2.9% IRR for 2013, which was below the ALSI’s
21.4% total return due to RBH’s high exposure
to underperforming mining companies.

Mining

41.2

Financial services

41.2

Industrials

1.9

Mining, oil and gas services 3.8
Infrastructure

11.7

Other

Due to our exposure in platinum mining shares
for historical reasons, RBH underperformed
the ALSI in 2008, 2011, 2012 and 2013.
Nevertheless, the company outperformed
the ALSI on a cumulative basis, despite the
ALSI’s bull run (even including the financial
crisis) and RBH’s overweight position in
underperforming platinum shares. RBH’s IRR
on gross assets over the past eight years was
18.8% p.a., compared with the ALSI’s 15.7%
compound annual total return per annum for
the same period.

<1

shares, to being more diversified. The
non-mining investments, together with the
underperformance of mining investments,
have caused the mining exposure to decline
from 81% in 2010 to 41% in 2013.

RBH asset portfolio as at 31 December 2013
The value of gross assets (flat year-on-year)
was boosted by small investments, the strong

Sectoral split by value

performance of our financial services and

The R7.8 billion investment in financial
services during 2011 transformed the portfolio
from being one dominated by resources

certain industrial investments, but offset by the
underperformance of the mining investments
and certain disinvestments during the year.

RBH’s gross assets IRR versus ALSI and Resources Index (RESI) total return

%
IRR: 2013
IRR: 2006-2013
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RBH
(gross
assets)

JSE
ALSI

JSE
RESI

2.9

21.4

1.4

18.8

15.7

8.9

Operations

Attacq is a leading South African capital growth fund
in the real estate sector.
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RBH Asset Portfolio as at 31 December 2013
R million

2013

% change

Market value of listed investments

34,847

1

Impala Platinum

10,223

-27

5,526

3

Royal Bafokeng Platinum
Merafe Resources
RMB Holdings

591

19

10,238

19

RMI Holdings

6,117

33

Attacq Limited

1,402

96

750

22

Metair
Astrapak

–

–

Directors' valuation of unlisted investments

4,850

-4

Vodacom SA

3,261

4

Fraser Alexander

980

-12

MOGS

520

23

Other

89

-76

Gross asset value

39,697

0

Less: liabilities

9,385

-6

- RMB Holdings

4,206

-2

- RMI Holdings

2,780

-2

- Vodacom SA

1,634

-5

766

-2

–

0

- Corporate debt
- MB Tech
- Zurich Insurance Company of South Africa
Net asset value
nm = not meaningful
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–

–

30,312
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2012

% change

2011

% change

2010

% change

2009

34,517

16

29,679

7

27,758

20

23,176

13,938

0

13,909

-28

19,363

15

16,872

5,385

5

5,151

-18

6,245

26

4,940

497

-25

663

-45

1,195

19

1,008

8,618

49

5,781

nm

–

–

–

4,586

54

2,986

nm

–

–

–

714

11

643

29

499

nm

–

613

65

372

60

232

132

100

165

-5

174

-22

224

-12

256

5,037

-5

5,282

-1

5,346

18

4,532

3,134

23

2,550

10

2,310

10

2,105

1,114

3

1,077

10

980

19

827

422

-3

436

57

278

103

137

367

-70

1,219

-31

1,778

22

1,463

39,553

13

34,960

6

33,105

19

27,708

9,986

-3

10,251

204

3,372

51

2,230

4,278

3

4,141

nm

–

0

–

2,828

4

2,727

nm

–

0

–

1,713

-3

1,775

0

1,770

0

1,814

779

5

741

nm

1,602

0

416

388

5

370

nm

–

0

–

nm

–

–

496

29,567

20%

24,709

41

–

0

–

29,732

17%

25,478
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Human capital
“Thank you to all our
investee companies who
have given employment
opportunities to our ‘Class
of’ programme graduates”
During the year under review, we focused on
rebuilding the team, especially in the area of
investment management. To address the
challenges emanating from the continued
poor performance of our mining assets,
RBH embarked on a cost-cutting initiative.
This resulted in RBH reducing its headcount,
while improving efficiencies to do more with
fewer resources.

Broad based black economic empowerment
During the year under review, our broad
based black economic empowerment (BBBEE)
verification process resulted in Royal Bafokeng
Management Services (RBMS) obtaining
a Level 4 rating. RBH’s rating was mainly
negatively impacted by the unbundling of Royal
Bafokeng Enterprise Development (RBED) to
our shareholder. RBED focuses on enterprise
development within the Bafokeng community.
RBH achieved most of its employment equity
plan targets and all categories within the plan
are showing improvement.

Key indicators
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2013

2012

Employee numbers

24

27

Women employees (%)

67

69
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Our success: the graduate programme
“I feel lucky and blessed to have been part
of the ‘Class of’ programme. Through this
programme I was exposed to working on
important transactions and made meaningful
friendships.”
Katlego Mongake, ‘Class of’ programme graduate.

The ‘Class of’ programme was established in
2010 within the framework of the MasterPlan
2035, and is designed to nurture and facilitate
the employability of RBN graduates, thus
creating a talent pipeline of future leaders for
the community.

Ofentse Moerane (L) and Katlego Mongake, ‘Class of’
programme graduates.

The programme affords academically
performing RBN graduates with learning
opportunities in order to gain practical work
experience. This, in turn, assists the RBN to
meet the challenges of capacity building and
empowerment by facilitating the creation of
possible employment opportunities for the
graduates upon completion of their internship
within host companies.

RBMS BBBEE rating 2013
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The 2013 ‘Class of’ programme managed to
place a record number of graduates. Twenty
nine candidates were absorbed into the
graduate programme at RBH, RBN entities
and various investee companies and some
have been permanently absorbed within RBH,
Implats, Fraser Alexander, DHL Express,
Astrapak and Lebone II College.

‘Class of’ programme
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Ofentse Moerane, ‘Class of’ programme graduate.

29

30

14

Number of placed candidates

35

“It had been a goal of mine to work for RBH
and when it was finally happening I was
very happy, to say the least. This for me
meant exposure to arguably one of the best
investment companies in South Africa.”
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Human capital continued

Testimonial by Surprise Kaise,

Graduate of the ‘Class of’ graduate programme of 2013

Dear all.
In March 2013, I was given a great opportunity by RBH to be part of a talented group of
individuals in the ‘Class of’ 2013 graduate programme. I was ecstatic when I was placed
in experiential learning with RBH’s operating company Fraser Alexander (Fralex). I must
emphasise that it was not easy at first because of the environment that I was operating
under, a need to learn and apply operational practices, adapt to culture, and interact with
people from different levels and functions.
I have enjoyed being in Tailings Division as I have been exposed to on-site operation in
re-mining, mineral processing, and tailings re-treatment, maintenance and installation of
pumps, pipes, drains, and improving productivity to meet client needs. The highlight was
being sent to the Tailings Academy in Welkom where I went through rigorous training,
both theoretical and practical. At the end of the training programme I received certificates
in the Re-mining Operations Course, Basic Tailings Course, Tailings Technical Course,
and other soft skills including FAT Safety Management Systems, Negotiation Skills, FAT
Disciplinary Hearing Procedure, and Leadership Development.
The experience is more than I expected and I developed a passion for the Tailings Division.
No doubt, the experience you have provided will serve as a key factor in grooming my
personality and will have a tremendous impact on my career. I want to thank both RBH
and Fralex for giving me the support during my tenure and I have no doubt I will continue
to receive it during the last few months of my experiential leaning.
I wish you continued success in helping others reach their personal goals which will, in
turn, benefit this great nation of ours, the Royal Bafokeng Nation.
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Stakeholder engagement
“We recognise that RBH’s
learning and growth is
better harnessed through
partnerships and broader
stakeholder group
recognition”
At

RBH

we

place

a

high

value

In order to give more impetus to our
stakeholder management process, during
2013 we undertook to review and obtain
Board approval for our Stakeholder
Engagement Strategy. The focus of the newly
reviewed strategy gives due recognition
to the importance of dealing with individual
stakeholder groups rather than applying a
‘one size fits all’ approach. This strategy will
be rolled out systematically over the next
few years.

on

stakeholder relationships. Our engagement

Stakeholder management accountability

principle is to relate meaningfully using

varied interests and expectations with what

The reason for our existence is to create
value and generate intergenerational growth
while diversifying the portfolio we manage on
behalf of the RBNDT. This makes the RBNDT
our key stakeholder. With this in mind, we also
recognise that RBH’s learning and growth is
better harnessed through partnerships and

we can deliver.

broader stakeholder group recognition.

two-way communication with our various
stakeholders including our shareholder, the
RBNDT. This enables us to gain co-operation
and mutual understanding and thus create a
platform for us to balance our stakeholders’

We place a high value on stakeholder relationships.
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Stakeholder engagement continued

is an important part of ensuring that we

Alignment of our Stakeholder Engagement
Strategy with business imperatives

show respect, build trust and thereby build

We have always carried out stakeholder

How we engage with our various stakeholders

sustainable relationships.

engagement as part of our modus operandi.
Our 2013 stakeholder engagement strategy

We believe that stakeholder engagement has

review further formalises and aligns our

to be proactive, relevant, individualised, as well

engagement

as based on mutual trust and respect. We

strategy

with

our

evolving

business strategy.

endeavour to uphold these principles and, in
parallel, we report to the Board on our progress

Our business model has always necessitated

in managing relationships.

that we keep track of who our stakeholders
are on a continuous basis. Upholding the

The Board has delegated to senior management

highest standards of corporate governance

the responsibility of dealing with stakeholder

and observing international best practices

management. Senior management members,

in this regard is one of our norms. As such,

led by the CEO, are custodians of proactive

we have built a reputation for honesty and

stakeholder engagement and reputational

integrity in the investment community. The

management matters. In addition, at the

values and standards which underpin our

beginning of 2014, we appointed a Senior

business and which we uphold are not only

Manager: Stakeholder Relations to help drive

applicable to how we do business or broker

and monitor the implementation of our newly-

new deals but also to how we engage with our

approved Stakeholder Engagement Strategy.

various and diverse stakeholders.
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We strive to balance our stakeholders’ interests and
expectations with what we can deliver.
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Corporate social
investment
“Over R166 million was
spent by RBH and its
investee companies on CSI,
impacting both RBN and
non-RBN communities”
RBH’s CSI objective is to contribute towards
the social and economic development of
the RBN through structured, sustainable
initiatives. In implementing its community
projects, RBH enters into partnerships with
relevant stakeholders as well as with specialist
service-providers.
In 2013, the key focus points of this expenditure
were education; health; poverty alleviation;
job creation; and social development, which
are seen as priority issues for the RBN and
South Africa as a whole.
RBH, and the companies in which it is invested,
have spent more than R166 million over the
last two years on community development
initiatives within the RBN footprint and beyond.

CSI expenditure (%)

Education continued to be a key focus of
expenditure in 2013.
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Social development

41

Health

24

Education

18

Music and arts

7

Donations and
memberships

6

Entrepreneurship
development

3

Sports

1

Sustainability

These

would

RBH spent the bulk of its CSI budget on

not have been possible without strategic

tremendous

social development initiatives. These included

partnerships

as

the Godisanang Orphans and Vulnerable

RBPlat, Merafe Resources, Fraser Alexander,

Children Programme; the Phokeng Trauma

Metair, MB Technologies, M-Tech Industrial,

Centre; the NGO and CBO Capacity Building

ZICSA Absa, DHL Express and Praxima

Programme; and the Archbishop Thabo

Africa Payroll Systems.

Magoba Trust which supports non-Bafokeng

Investment

communities. The NGO and CBO Capacity

with

achievements
companies

such

Building Programme is particularly noteworthy

“Our CSI strategy
focuses on education and
enterprise development”

for its outstanding results.

NGO and CBO Capacity Building Project
NGOs and CBOs in the RBN have for a long
time played a critical role in the community,

RBH allocated R10.7 million to its CSI

providing services that help address challenges

programme in 2013. The table below sets

faced by underprivileged communities. In the

out the 2013 expenditure according to areas

past, most of these organisations operated

of focus.

on a survivalist level as they lacked the
necessary skills and expertise to run and

Project highlights in 2013

manage successful and viable organisations.

Social development (41% of spend)

This created a dependency on the Royal

Social challenges facing the RBN community

Bafokeng Administration (RBA). As with any

are

other

organisation, community organisations need

communities in North West Province. In an

to provide quality service and delivery if they

attempt to address some of these challenges,

are to be sustainable.

not

different

from

those

of

Focus areas

R

Social development

4,326,293

Health

2,590,000

Education

1,884,877

Music and arts

800,000

Donations and memberships

670,345

Entrepreneurship development

323,697

Sports

77,925

Total

10,673,137
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Corporate social investment continued
Responding to this skills shortage, RBH
appointed Siyakhula Trust to provide
organisational development and capacity
building training to 30 selected organisations.
Training was conducted over a period of
three years. The most important aspect of
this was the customised coaching approach
which was used to help empower these
organisations. Organisational development
support covered many areas including
governance and compliance with government
regulations; financial management and
reporting; fundraising and marketing; and
project planning and record keeping.

Health (24% of spend)

The project has had a positive impact,
increasing the effectiveness and thus the
sustainability of the organisations concerned.
Of the 30 selected organisations, eight
income-generating co-operatives and 13
social welfare CBOs were able to obtain
financial and non-financial support from
organisations such as the Elizabeth Glaser
Foundation; MTN; Old Mutual; Food Bank,
Department of Health; Department of Social
Development; Department of Agriculture;
Thabo Mbeki Foundation; US Embassy and
the National Lottery.

bringing the Siyakhula Trust to us!”

Positive feedback has been received from
project beneficiaries, who have cited many
examples of what they have learned from the
training and support process. These include
management, accounting, marketing and
communication skills, with a corresponding
increase in confidence levels.

African

Vision

has

partnered

RBN’s

Health

and

Social

RBH believes that the training and, more
importantly, the on-going support has enabled
beneficiary organisations to move forward
with confidence and set goals for the future.

prevalence and surgery backlog in North

Access to health services remains a challenge
to most communities and this focus area
remains a government priority. In an effort
to contribute in this area in developing
communities, RBH has supported the Smile
Foundation; the Integrated School Health
Programme mobile clinic project; and African
Vision. All these initiatives address critical
health challenges in the community.
“Through the fundraising skills we learnt, we
managed to secure R100,000 from Bojanala
District Municipality. We salute RBH for
Legadigadi Home Based Care

African Vision
The two leading causes of partial sightedness
and blindness in South Africa are cataracts, a
clouding of the lens of the eye which obstructs
the passage of light (affecting 50% of those
visually-impaired), and glaucoma, an increase
of pressure in the eye, which damages the
optic nerve (affecting 14% of those visuallyimpaired). The sight of those suffering from
cataracts can be restored by surgery.
with

the

Development

Services (HSDS) as well as the North West
Provincial Health Department in a project
to bring sight to the visually-impaired in the
community. The objectives of the project
are to assist government to reduce cataract
West Province through the provision of highvolume cataract surgery services, and in so
doing help prevent and reverse blindness
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and disability. Surgeries will be conducted

African

at Moses Kotane Hospital in Rustenburg and

account for 8% of all chartered accountants

chartered

accountants

still

only

some 200 cataract patients will benefit from

in the country. Lack of awareness of the field

this initiative. Beneficiaries of this service are

and proper career guidance are some of the

those who cannot afford the approximately

reasons for the low numbers.

R25,000 to have their vision restored.

African Women Charted Accountants (AWCA)
is a Section 21 Company committed to

“Cataract surgery is one of the quickest and

accelerating the advancement of black women

most cost-effective forms of reducing avoidable

who have qualified as, or are aspiring to

blindness. It takes 15 minutes to restore sight

become, chartered accountants through the

to a patient, which in turn allows them to once

provision of structures, support and access to

again be self-sufficient, economically active

opportunities. Its primary objective is to create

and restores their dignity. Thank you RBH for

awareness of the chartered accountancy

supporting this life-changing cause.”
Moosa Salamaan, Project manager, African Vision.

profession in black communities, to provide

Education (18% of spend)

women chartered accountants; to actively

Education is the only way in which many of

conduct support programmes that advance

the challenges facing our country can be

the development of women; and to facilitate

addressed. Access to quality education is a

the increasing involvement of black women

serious challenge. RBH believes that through

chartered accountants in broad aspects of

ongoing support to this focus area, our efforts

business at all levels.

support to aspirant and qualified African

could have positive impact in changing the

AWCA has a partnership with RBH to run

current situation. A number of initiatives have

a number of programmes which will not

benefited from RBH’s support, including

necessarily only benefit women but all

the Lebone II Youth Leadership Festival; the

interested parties, especially the youth in the

upgrading of some sections at the Kutlwanong

community. These programmes will create

School for the Deaf; the career fair facilitated by

an awareness of the chartered accountancy

Pear Edu Vision; the Nkanyiso schools’ garden

profession and provide support and guidance

and nutrition education programme; and

to young people in order to encourage their

the African Women Chartered Accountants
(AWCA) project.

entry into the profession.

African Women Chartered Accountants

Music and arts (7% of spend)

The chartered accounting profession is still

In the year under review, RBH provided

perceived as a difficult profession to enter

support to the Bafokeng Youth Choir as well

for the black community, especially women.

as the Field Band Foundation. These projects

According to the South African Institute

assist in discovering young people with talent

of Chartered Accountants, qualified black

at an early stage.
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Corporate social investment continued
Bafokeng Field Band

• Girls’ and Boys’ Town

The Bafokeng Field Band project targets

• Rearabilwe Community Care

youths

• Jan Hofmeyer Community Centre

from

disadvantaged

communities

where unemployment is high and access to

• Queen Mother’s Fundraising Dinner

youth recreational facilities and activities is

• UNGC

limited or non-existent. These circumstances
often

make

young

people

• UNPRI

increasingly

vulnerable to temptations such as crime

Entrepreneurship development (3% of spend)

and drugs. The project assists in creating

The objective of this focus area is to help

opportunities for the development of life skills

address the problem of unemployment and

such as discipline, integrity, self-esteem and

lack of business skills in the community and

positive behaviour in young people through
music and dance.

the associated high levels of poverty. In the

The Bafokeng Field Band has 143 members

to the Siyabonga Africa bakery project

who have gained both theoretical and

and appointed Spinnaker Growth to help

practical skills in music and dance. Members

with the development of small, medium and

have also been taught to play various musical

micro enterprises.

year under review, RBH provided support

instruments, including marimba, trumpet and
drums. The band performs for the community

Spinnaker Growth - The Gazelle project

at various events such as weddings, soccer

In its effort to contribute to the development of

matches and funerals.

successful, viable and profitable enterprises,
RBH has partnered with Spinnaker Growth

Donations and memberships (6% of spend)

Partners, an investment and advisory firm

• Associated Country Women of the World

focusing on medium-sized companies with

• Beyond Vitiligo

high-growth potential. Spinnaker will develop
a business model to help identify and support

• St John the Baptist

a certain number of value-adding medium-

• Vosloorus Old Age Home

sized enterprises in the RBN supply chain

• RBN Community Safety Services

that have the greatest economic growth and

• Children’s Disability Centre

potential for job creation.

• Sports Heroes’ Walk

Spinnaker will further assist medium-sized

• Johannesburg Children’s Home

companies to accelerate and sustain their
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growth

through

business

development

beneficiary of the first volunteering day, with
two vegetable gardens being established by

consulting and capital raising services.

the RBH team. Produce from the gardens is

Sports (1% of spend)

used to feed patients.

RBS Karate

On the second volunteering day, the beneficiary

Sport is a healthy, positive way for young
people to occupy their spare time and
builds character and a sense of self-worth.
The Bafokeng youth have embraced
sport enthusiastically and their sporting
achievements have put the RBN on the map.

was an early childhood development centre in
Kanana which cares for 48 children. The RBH
team painted a classroom, did laundry and
provided party packs to the children.

Mandela Day - 18 July 2013

In particular, there has been positive
feedback from school teachers of RBN
children who are involved in the sport of
karate, with learners exhibiting improved
school performance, self-discipline and
respect.

The community of Klipspruit West were

The Royal Bafokeng Sports (RBS) Karate
Team participates in the annual SA JKA
Championships. In 2013, RBS Karate
entered a 100-strong team for the
competition which saw 3,600 athletes from
50 clubs across the country participating
in the event. The RBS team performed
well, winning a total of 78 medals:
24 gold, 21 silver and 33 bronze.

RBH’s corporate partners

Employee Volunteering Programme

• MB Technologies: R100,000, as well

RBH staff participated in two full days
of volunteering activities during 2013.

• M-Tech Industrial: R60,000

Benevolence Home Based Care, which

• Praxima Africa Payroll Systems:

beneficiaries of the Mandela Day 2013
initiative. RBH staff prepared after-school
meals for 311 children at the Klipspruit West
Family Centre and 100 blankets were also
donated to the neediest children.

RBH’s investee companies have continued
to provide support to the RBN. A total of
R109,071,341 was donated to the RBN to
support community initiatives.
• RBPlat: R105.2 million
• Merafe Resources: R2,069,420
• Fraser Alexander: R1,624,421
as office furniture

provides support to a majority of HIV/

R17,500 donated to the Godisanang

AIDS sufferers in Lesung village, was the

OVC programme
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Our Board

1

2

3

Non-executive directors – as at 31 December 2013
which include Anglo American Corporation,
Sam Newman Limited and Boardmans. He
has been involved with the Nedbank Group
for many years and, although now retired, still
serves on the board of Nedbank, Woolworths
Holdings and the Vodacom Group, among
others. Tom serves on the human resources
and nominations committee and is the
chairman of the audit and risk management
committee.

Monhla Hlahla (51)
Independent non-executive director
and Chairman
1

BA (Honours) (Economics), Pomona College, USA;
MA (Urban and Regional Planning), UCLA School of
Architecture and Planning, USA

Monhla Hlahla joined the Board on
1 April 2011 and was appointed Chairman on
27 March 2012. She was the managing
director of Airports Company South Africa
and is currently the interim Chairman of
the Industrial Development Corporation
(IDC) and the President of the African
chapter of Airports Council International.
Monhla serves on the human resources and
nominations committee and the audit and
risk management committee.

3 Fran du Plessis (60)
Independent non-executive director

BCom LLB, University of Stellenbosch; Chartered
Accountant (SA); BCom (Hons) Taxation, University
of Cape Town; Advocate of the High Court of
South Africa

Fran du Plessis was appointed to the Board
on 1 June 2012 and has practiced as a
chartered accountant specialising in the
fiscal laws of taxation since 1994. She is
currently a director of Loubser du Plessis Inc
and also sits on the boards of directors of
several other companies, including Sanlam,
ArcelorMittal and KWV Holdings. Fran

Tom Boardman (65)
Independent non-executive director
2

BCom, University of the Witwatersrand; Chartered
Accountant (SA)

Tom Boardman was appointed to the Board
on 1 January 2011 and has held senior
positions throughout his career at companies
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4

5

lectures on an ad hoc basis at the University
of Stellenbosch. She serves on the audit and
risk management committee.

6

accountant, he completed his articles with
PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc. He is currently
the CEO of the RBNDT. He has held the
positions of group treasury and business
manager for the RBN; finance manager for
the RBA; and senior audit manager at Mokua
and Associates Chartered Accountants.

4 Tshidi Nyama (54)
Independent non-executive director

BCom, University of the North; MBA, University of
Bridgeport (USA)

6 Steve Phiri (58)
Non-executive director

Tshidi Nyama is a partner at Makhup
Business Services and Coaching and the
head of external affairs at BHP Billiton
Manganese SA. She previously held various
senior positions at Spoornet and Wesbank,
as well as a number of non-executive
directorships. She was appointed to the
RBH Board on 1 October 2007. Tshidi is
the chairman of the human resources and
nominations committee.

BJuris, University of the North; LLB, Vista University;
Diploma

in

Corporate

Law,

Rand

Afrikaans

University; LLM, University of Johannesburg

Steve Phiri is the CEO of RBPlat. He was
appointed to the RBH Board on 24 July
2006. He has been admitted as an attorney
to the High Court of South Africa and is a
member of the Black Lawyers Association.
Steve brings to the Board his expertise on
governance and stakeholder relations.

5 Obakeng Phetwe (36)
Non-executive director

BCom, North-West University; BCom (Hons) CTA,
University of South Africa; Chartered Accountant (SA)

Obakeng Phetwe was appointed to the
Board on 27 March 2012. A chartered
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7

1

8

2

Executive directors – as at 31 December 2013
7 Albertinah Kekana (41)
Chief Executive Officer

8 Refiloe Nkadimeng (32)
Finance Director

BCom; Chartered Accountant (SA); Post-Graduate
Diploma in Accounting; Advanced Management
Programme, Harvard University (USA)

BCom and HDPACC, University of the Witwatersrand;
Chartered Accountant (SA)

Refiloe Nkadimeng completed her articles as
a chartered accountant at SizweNtsaluba.
She was appointed Finance Director effective
1 October 2013, replacing Lucas Ndala who
resigned on 30 September 2013. Refiloe
joined Royal Bafokeng Holdings in 2007, where
she is currently responsible for the finance
and IT divisions. She serves on the board
of M-Tech Industrial, where she is also an
audit member.

Albertinah Kekana was appointed CEO
and a member of the Board with effect
from 1 November 2012. She has extensive
asset management, investment banking and
business leadership experience. Albertinah
was previously the chief operating officer of
the Public Investment Corporation.
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Our management

3

4

5

6

Our management – 2013
1 Albertinah Kekana (41)
Chief Executive Officer

5 Buyi Mlangeni (49)
Company Secretary

BCom; Chartered Accountant (SA); Post-Graduate
Diploma in Accounting; Advanced Management
Programme, Harvard University (USA)

BTech, Durban University of Technology; National
Diploma, Natal Technikon; Executive Development
Programme University of the Witwatersrand
Business School

2 Refiloe Nkadimeng (32)
Finance Director

6 Ditiro Kwele (28)
Human Capital Manager

BCom and HDPACC, University of the Witwatersrand;
Chartered Accountant (SA)

BTech, University of Johannesburg; Management
Advancement Programme Certificate, University
of the Witwatersrand Business School; Higher
Certificate in Management, Foundation for
Professional Development

Brett Nagle (37)
Head of Investments: South Africa
3

BCom and Diploma in Accounting, University of
Natal; Chartered Accountant (SA)
4 Mpueleng Pooe (54)
Executive: Public Affairs

BProc, University of the North; Management
Development Programme, Gordon Institute of
Business Science; Certificate in Advanced Corporate
and Securities Law, University of South Africa

Mpueleng resigned from RBH with effect
from 30 September 2013.
Siza Majola was appointed 1 January 2014 as
Senior Manager: Stakeholder Relations.
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Corporate governance
“Corporate governance is
integral to the success and
sustainability of RBH and
the creation of long-term
value for all its stakeholders”
The

Board

the

importance

and

reputation

continues
of

to

recognise

effective

governance

management.

Corporate

governance is integral to the success and
sustainability of RBH and the creation of longterm value for all its stakeholders. The Board
appreciates the demand for accountability,
honesty and transparency in fulfilling its
fiduciary duties towards shareholders and the
company. The Board is therefore committed
to ensuring that its policies and practices
support and reflect this ethos, while ensuring
that its subsidiaries and investee companies
are also committed to maintaining sound
corporate governance practices.
During the year under review, additional
enhancements and refinements were made
to the policies, procedures and strategy of
the company, to further align the company
with the principles of the King Report on
Corporate Governance for South Africa,
2009 (King III) and the requirements of the
new Companies Act. These included the
following:
• Revisions to the Board Charter and terms of
Lebone II College in Phokeng, North West
Province, is a newly-developed school of
excellence and the flagship school for the Royal
Bafokeng Nation.

reference of various committees;
• Approval of the Shareholder Compact;
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• A
 doption of the Company’s memorandum
of incorporation, as approved by the
shareholder and at the AGM held in
December 2013; and

executive director. The roles of the chairman

• A
 pproval by the shareholder of the new
long-term incentive scheme which is
strongly aligned with the principles of King
III, particularly in terms of performancerelated incentives.

culture.

and CEO are distinctly separated. All the
directors meet the highest ethical standards
to lead and maintain an ethical corporate

Role
The overall strategic direction of RBH to
produce

the

desired

performance

and

shareholder returns is the responsibility of

Governance structures

the Board. Its role also includes ensuring

RBH governance structures and the issue
of RBH representation on the boards of
investee companies are continually reviewed
by the Board of directors and the executive
committee. Alignment to changing legislation
remains a focus and RBH adheres to
the requirements of the public company
requirements of the Companies Act, 71 of
2008; and King III.

sustainable development of healthy interaction

Shareholder

of the CEO, in collaboration with the executive

Through its Memorandum of Incorporation, the
shareholder is governed in its relationship with
the company and has the power to remove
directors. RBH’s shareholder conducts its
Annual General Meeting (AGM) during the
third quarter of each year, where all matters
required to be dealt with in accordance with
the Companies Act, are addressed.

committee.

with its stakeholders; the establishment,
review and monitoring of strategic objectives;
the approval of major acquisitions, disposals
and capital expenditure; and overseeing
RBH’s systems of internal control, governance
and risk management.
The execution of the strategy and the day-today management of RBH is the responsibility

Meetings
The Board meets at least four times a year
to conduct the business of the company.
In addition to these Board meetings, a fullday session is held annually with the senior
executive team to consider and approve
long-term strategy or any adjustments to the

Board of directors

approved strategy when the need arises and
also to approve the budget and business

At year-end, the Board comprised six
non-executive directors, four of whom
were independent, and two executive
directors. Monhla Hlahla, an independent
non-executive director, is chairman of the
Board. Albertinah Kekana is the CEO and an

plans. The Board meets on an ad hoc basis
to consider specific issues as the need
arises. Non-executive directors meet both
officially and unofficially with management on
a regular basis.
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Corporate governance continued
Board meeting attendance
Directors 2013

*26 Mar

27 Mar

3 Jun

18 Sep

4 Dec

4

4

4

4

4

MW Hlahla (Chair)
TA Boardman

4

4

4

4

4

F du Plessis

4

4

4

4

4

A Kekana

4

4

4

4

4

LM Ndala #

4

4

4

4

–

–

–

–

–

4

MR Nkadimeng

^

MPP Nyama

4

4

4

4

4

O Phetwe

4

4

4

4

4

DS Phiri

4

4

4

A

4

#
^
A
*

Resigned 31 September 2013
Appointed Finance Director 1 October 2013
Apology
Strategy session

Board committees

of independent non-executive directors. At
year-end, the committee consisted of two

Without relinquishing its responsibilities, the

independent

Board delegates certain responsibilities to two
statutory committees - the audit committee
remuneration committee - to ensure fulfilment

ensure the integrity of financial reporting

committees provide feedback to the main

and the audit process, and the maintenance

Board through their chairmen. Each board

of sound risk management, internal and

committee is chaired by an independent
The

to

The audit committee’s role is primarily to

of their duties in the time available. Board

director.

Appointments

consultation with the committee’s chairman.

(incorporating risk management) and the

non-executive

members.

this committee are made by the Board in

information technology control systems.

composition

of board committees is compliant with the

The committee is responsible for overseeing

recommendations of King III.

relations with external auditors, including
approving

Audit committee
(incorporating risk management)

their

terms

of

engagement,

scope of work, the annual audit and
the applicable levels of materiality. The

In pursuit of best practice, RBH’s audit

committee also monitors developments in

committee membership is made up entirely

corporate governance to ensure that RBH
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Audit committee meeting attendance
Directors 2013

12 Mar

21 May

3 Sep

19 Nov

4

4

4

4

TA Boardman (Chair)
F du Plessis

4

4

4

4

A Kekana

4

4

4

4

LM Ndala #

4

4

4

–

–

–

–

4

4

4

4

4

MR Nkadimeng ^
O Phetwe
# Resigned 31 September 2013
^ Appointed Finance Director 1 October 2013

continues to apply appropriate standards. All

The committee’s responsibility is to:

recommendations made by the committee

• establish and develop RBH’s general policy

are submitted to the Board for approval.

on remuneration for executive management
and non-executive directors;

The audit committee has, in the past financial
year, satisfied its responsibilities in compliance

• 
approve packages for specific individuals

with the new Companies Act as amended,

on authority delegated to it by the Board;

and its terms of reference.

• carry out the director nomination process
and make recommendations to the Board

Remuneration committee

regarding the appointment of new executive

Membership of the committee remained

and non-executive directors;

unchanged during the year under review. In line

• advise the Board on its composition and

with King III recommendations, the committee

that of its committees;

consists of three non-executive directors, a

• review and update the succession plan for

majority of whom, including the chairman, are

directors and senior management; and

independent and fully qualified to carry out
their duties. The chief executive officer, finance

• review and update all statutory documents

director and human capital manager, or other

in order to comply with the requirements of

members of senior management as required,

the Companies Act.

are invited to attend all meetings except when
their own remuneration is under consideration.

The establishment of a social and ethics

The committee terms of reference were

Act, is still being addressed and proposals will

reviewed during the year under review and

be presented to the Board for implementation

were approved by the Board.

during 2014.

committee, as required by the Companies
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Remuneration committee meeting attendance
Directors 2013
MPP Nyama (Chair)

11 Mar

25 Mar
special

20 May

12 Sep
special

16 Sep
special

11 Oct

18 Nov

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

TA Boardman

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

MW Hlahla

4

4

4

4

A

A

4

A Kekana

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

A Apology

Company secretary

Sekela Xabiso Consultants, an independent
service provider, was appointed to review

The primary roles of the company secretary

RBH’s

are to ensure that the Board remains mindful

internal

recommendations

of its duties and responsibilities and to equip

controls
for

and

to

make

improvements.

A

comprehensive risk assessment of the Group

the Board to discharge such duties and

has been carried out, and the various risks

responsibilities. In addition to guiding the

affecting the business have been rated and

Board on discharging its responsibilities,

ranked. A risks register has been incorporated

the company secretary keeps the Board

into audit plans and internal audit will monitor

abreast of relevant changes in legislation

its management.

and governance best practice. The company
secretary oversees the induction of new

Through regular management reporting, the

directors as well as the ongoing education

Board is kept appraised of the effectiveness

of directors. The company secretary is also

of internal control mechanisms: the Executive:

secretary of the Board committees. All

Finance reports quarterly on the financial

directors have access to the services of the

and accounting control frameworks, and

company secretary.

internal audit reports to the audit and risk
management committee on risks and internal

Internal controls and risk management

controls throughout RBH on a regular basis.

In compliance with best practice, where
possible, RBH seeks to have a sound system

Public disclosure of information

of internal controls based on its policies and

Relevant information is published on the

guidelines in all of its subsidiaries, material

company’s website at www.bafokengholdings.

associates and joint ventures. In those

com and all information is current in respect of:

companies that are independently managed,

•	Ownership. This is presented in a diagram of

as well as in joint ventures, the directors who

the RBH group structure, showing the major

are representing RBH seek assurance that

shareholdings, ultimate beneficial ownership

significant risks are being managed.

and the percentage of shares held.
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Accountability

•	
Documents and policies. Those available

The CEO has overall management responsibility
for ensuring that the company complies
with applicable laws, the Board Charter,
policies regarding corporate governance and
the company’s code of ethics and that any
shortcomings and exceptions permitted by law
are handled ethically.

are: corporate governance policy; Board
Charter; Board committees’ terms of
reference; code of ethics; sustainability
strategy; policy for sustainable responsible
investment and portfolio management; and
corporate social investment policy.

Accounting and auditing

The preparation for and the holding of Board
meetings and the AGM is the responsibility of
the company secretary.

The Board approves the terms of reference
for the audit and risk management committee
and its members.

It is the responsibility of every employee and
director of RBH to observe and implement
the company’s governance policies. The
approved framework, delegation of authority
and internal guidelines of RBH establish
responsibility for compliance at every level of
the RBH group with internal control processes
in place to ensure compliance.

The Annual Financial Statements for the year
ended 31 December 2013 will be prepared
in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards, by the accounting staff
of RBH, headed by Refiloe Nkadimeng, RBH’s
Finance Director.
The financial statements will be audited by

RBH, through the services of an external
service provider, has established a risk-based
internal audit function, which is informed by
company strategy. This function encompasses
financial, operational and compliance matters
and the internal auditors report to the audit
and risk management committee, which is
responsible for overseeing the internal audit
function, at every committee meeting.

the Group’s independent statutory auditors,
PricewaterhouseCoopers, an internationally
recognised accounting firm and a copy of their
report will be available for inspection at the
company’s offices.

Compliance and enforcement
While ultimate responsibility for compliance
by RBH with Board-approved policies vests
with the Board, the Board has delegated
certain

responsibilities

to

management.

Board-approved polices encourage ethical
behaviour of each individual, separately and
collectively as a management group. It is the
Board’s obligation to ensure that its conduct
and that of management are aligned with
Group values and these are adhered to in all
aspects of the business.
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Assurance report
Independent Assurance Report to the
directors of Royal Bafokeng Holdings
(Pty) Limited

We have not carried out any work on data

We have been engaged by the directors of

future projections and targets. We have not

reported for prior reporting periods, nor
have we performed work in respect of
conducted any work outside of the agreed

Royal Bafokeng Holdings (Pty) Limited (the
“Company”) to perform an independent

scope and therefore restrict our opinion to the

limited assurance engagement in respect of

Selected Sustainability Information.

Selected Sustainability Information reported

Respective responsibilities of the directors
and PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc

in the Company’s Annual Review for the year
ending 31 December 2013 (the “Report”). This
report is produced in accordance with the

The directors are responsible for selection,

terms of our contract with the Company dated

preparation and presentation of the Selected

4 February 2014.

Sustainability

Information

in

accordance

with the criteria set out in the Company’s

Independence and expertise

reporting policies set out on page 50 of

We have complied with the International

the Report referred to as the “Reporting

Federation of Accountants’ (IFAC) Code of

Criteria”. The directors are also responsible

Ethics for Professional Accountants, which

for designing, implementing and maintaining

includes comprehensive independence and

of internal controls as the directors determine

other requirements founded on fundamental

is necessary to enable the preparation of the

principles

and

Selected Sustainability Information that are

professional competence and due care,

free from material misstatements, whether

confidentiality and professional behaviour.

due to fraud or error.

Our

of

integrity,

engagement

objectivity,

was

conducted

by

a

safety,

Our responsibility is to form an independent

environmental and assurance specialists with

conclusion, based on our limited assurance

extensive experience in sustainability reporting.

procedures,

multi-disciplinary

team

of

health,

Scope and subject matter
The

following

Selected

on

whether

anything

has

come to our attention to indicate that
Selected Sustainability Information has not
Sustainability

been prepared, in all material respects, in

Information in the Report was selected for an

accordance with the Reporting Criteria.

expression of limited assurance:
• 
Corporate

Social

Investment

This report, including the conclusion has

(CSI)

been prepared solely for the directors

expenditure (page 51)

of the Company as a body, to assist the

We refer to this information as the “Selected

directors in reporting on the Company’s

Sustainability Information”.

sustainable development performance and
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activities. We permit the disclosure of this

explanations that we considered necessary in

report within the Report for the year ended

order to provide us with sufficient evidence on

31 December 2013, to enable the directors

which to base our conclusion in respect of the

to demonstrate they have discharged their

Selected Sustainability Information.

governance responsibilities by commissioning
an

independent

assurance

report

Our limited assurance procedures primarily

in

comprised:

connection with the Report. To the fullest
extent permitted by law, we do not accept or

• 
reviewing processes that the Company

assume responsibility to anyone other than

have in place for determining the Selected

the directors as a body and the Company for

Sustainability Information included in the
Review;

our work or this report save where terms are

• obtaining an understanding of the systems

expressly agreed and with our prior consent

used to generate, aggregate and report the

in writing.

Selected Sustainability Information;

Assurance work performed
We

conducted

our

limited

• conducting interviews with management at
assurance

the Company’s offices;

engagement in accordance with International

• applying the assurance criteria in evaluating

Standard on Assurance Engagements 3000:

the

Assurance Engagements other than Audits

data

generation

and

reporting

processes;

and Reviews of Historical Financial Information

• performing control walkthroughs;

(ISAE 3000) issued by the International

• testing the accuracy of data reported on a

Auditing and Assurance Standards Board.

sample basis for limited assurance;

This standard requires that we comply with

• 
reviewing the consolidation of the data

ethical requirements and that we plan and
to

at the Company’s offices to obtain an

obtain limited assurance on the Selected

understanding of the consistency of the

Sustainability Information as per the terms of

reporting

our engagement.

prior years and to obtain explanations for

perform

the

assurance

engagement

processes

compared

with

deviations in performance trends; and
Our work included examination, on a test

• 
reviewing the consistency between the

basis, of evidence relevant to the Selected

Selected Sustainability Information and

Sustainability Information. It also included

related

an assessment of the significant estimates

statements

in

the

Company’s

Annual Review.

and judgements made by the directors in
the preparation of the Selected Sustainability

A

Information. We planned and performed our

substantially less in scope than a reasonable

work so as to obtain all the information and

assurance engagement under ISAE 3000.
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limited

assurance

engagement

is

Assurance report continued
Consequently, the nature, timing and extent of

and judgements. The precision of different

procedures for gathering sufficient appropriate

measurement techniques may also vary.

evidence are deliberately limited relative to

Furthermore, the nature and methods used

a reasonable assurance engagement, and

to determine such information, as well as

therefore less assurance is obtained with a

the measurement criteria and the precision

limited assurance engagement than for a

thereof, may change over time.

reasonable assurance engagement.

Conclusion

The procedures selected depend on our

Based on the results of our limited assurance

judgement, including the assessment of

procedures nothing has come to our attention

the risk of material misstatement of the

that causes us to believe that the Selected

Selected Sustainability Information, whether

Sustainability Information for the year ended

due to fraud or error. In making those risk

31 December 2013, has not been prepared,

assessments, we consider internal control

in all material respects, in accordance with the

relevant to the Company’s preparation of the

Reporting Criteria.

Selected Sustainability Information in order to
design procedures that are appropriate in the

Other matters

circumstances.

The

We believe that the evidence we have obtained

integrity

of

the

involve consideration of these matters and,

for our conclusion.

accordingly we accept no responsibility for
any changes to either the information in the

Inherent limitations
performance

and

Company’s directors. Our procedures did not

is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis

Non-financial

maintenance

Company’s website is the responsibility of the

information

Report or our independent assurance report

is

that may have occurred since the initial date of

subject to more inherent limitations than

presentation on the Company’s website.

financial information, given the characteristics
of the subject matter and the methods used
for determining, calculating, sampling and
estimating such information. The absence
of a significant body of established practice
on which to draw allows for the selection
of different but acceptable measurement

PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc

techniques which can result in materially
different measurements and can impact

Director: Jayne Mammatt

comparability. Qualitative interpretations of

Registered Auditor

relevance, materiality and the accuracy of

Johannesburg

data are subject to individual assumptions

7 April 2014
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Glossary of terms and acronyms
AGM

Annual general meeting

AIDS

Acquired immuno deficiency

King III

King Code on Corporate
Governance 2009

syndrome

MOGS

Mining, oil and gas services

ALSI

All Share Index of the JSE

NERSA

National Energy Regulator of

AWCA

African Women Chartered

South Africa

Accountants

NGO

Non-governmental organisation

Broad-based black economic

OVC

Orphans and vulnerable children

empowerment

PGMs

Platinum group metals

BEE

Black economic empowerment

RBA

Royal Bafokeng Administration

CBO

Community-based organisation

RBED

Royal Bafokeng Enterprise

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

CSI

Corporate social investment

RBH

Royal Bafokeng Holdings

Dumela
Phokeng

A regional community

RBI

Royal Bafokeng Institute

consultative meeting during

RBMS

Royal Bafokeng Management

BBBEE

Development

Services

which Kgosi and his key
representatives hear the needs

RBN

Royal Bafokeng Nation

of community members

RBNDT

Royal Bafokeng Nation
Development Trust

GRI

Global Reporting Initiative

HIV

Human immunodeficiency virus

RBPlat

Royal Bafokeng Platinum

HSDS

Health and Social Development

RBS

Royal Bafokeng Sports

Services

RESI

Resource Index of the JSE

IBC

Inside back cover

Rand Merchant Bank Holdings

IDC

Industrial Development

RMBH/
RMB
Holdings

Rand Merchant Insurance

Southern African Development

Corporation
IFC

Inside front cover

Implats

Impala Platinum

RMIH/
RMI
Holdings

IRR

Internal rate of return

SADC

JSE

Johannesburg Stock Exchange

Kgosi

Title for a hereditary leader of a

UNGC

United Nations Global Compact

Batswana tribe; a Setswana term

UNPRI

United Nations Principles for

Community

Responsible Investment

for ‘king’ or ‘chief’
Kgotha
Kgothe

Holdings

Highest-ranking decision-making
body in the RBN; a general
meeting of all Bafokeng held
twice a year and whenever there
is an important issue to debate.
Major decisions are ratified by a
direct vote.
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Profile and history
Our mission: creating an enabling
environment for the prosperity of current
and future generations

stakeholders by investing in businesses that
will generate exceptional returns over the long
term, thus enabling it to contribute directly
to the upliftment of the RBN community,
both today and into the future. Dividends
received from investee companies are used to
sustainably fund the development of the RBN
in line with strategic focus areas outlined by
the Supreme Council.

Some 100,000 members of the Setswana
speaking Royal Bafokeng Nation (RBN) –
as well as a further 50,000 non-Bafokeng
– live in the Rustenburg valley. The valley
contains one of the largest deposits of PGMs
in the world and, as a result of an innovative

On the path to becoming a relevant and
innovative traditional community

approach to development, the revenue
from this mineral resource has been wisely
invested for the benefit of the community.

When Kgosi took office, he inherited Vision
2020, established by his brother. Vision
2020 helped the RBN to focus on laying a
strong foundation by developing its people
and building institutions based on solid
history, customs and identity. Plan 35 will
build on this foundation by recognising
the interdependence of the RBN with
those around them. With this in mind, the
comprehensive details of Plan 35 are currently
being formulated and will be published once
approved through internal structures. It will
include not only a vision of the Nation’s aims
but the processes, policies and partnerships
required in order to achieve lasting relevance.

In 2004, the Supreme Council of the RBN
led by Kgosi Leruo Molotlegi, resolved that
the Royal Bafokeng Nation Development
Trust (RBNDT or “the Trust”) be registered
in order to achieve Vision 2020 objectives.
The Trust would then be responsible for
the management and development of the
commercial assets of the RBN.
The beneficiaries of the Trust are the RBN and
any voluntary association whose members
are Bafokeng or any company controlled by
the Trust. Hence, the affairs of the Trust are
operated in line with the customs, traditions
and values of the RBN. In this regard, decision-

A key element of Plan 35 is the recognition
that the Nation is inextricably linked to a
wider world. This recognition will make
possible the achievement of the Plan’s goal:
to ensure the RBN remains a relevant and
innovative traditional community in a changing
environment. By remaining relevant and
adaptable, the RBN community will be able to
keep pace with and benefit from changes in
areas such as social justice, racial harmony,
poverty alleviation, economic diversification,
education and leadership development.

making processes have been largely aligned
with those of the existing RBN structures such
as the RBN Supreme Council, which remains
responsible for the identification, prioritisation
and delivery of social needs to the community.
In managing and developing the commercial
assets of the RBN, the Trust is then the sole
shareholder of the Nation’s investment arm,
known as Royal Bafokeng Holdings (RBH).
RBH strives to continually improve the
economic wellbeing and quality of life of all
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Contact details and administration

Physical address

Company Secretary

Royal Bafokeng Holdings

Buyi Mlangeni

37 High Street, Block C, 2nd floor

buyi@bafokengholdings.com

Melrose Arch
Johannesburg

Public Officer

2076

Refiloe Nkadimeng

South Africa

refiloe@bafokengholdings.com

Postal address

Senior Manager: Stakeholder
Management

PO Box 55669
Northlands
Johannesburg
2116

Siza Majola
siza@bafokengholdings.com

South Africa

Auditors

Telephone: +27 (0) 11 530 8000

PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc

Fax: +27 (0) 11 530 8039

2 Elgin Road

Email: info@bafokengholdings.com

Sunninghill, 2157

Website: www.bafokengholdings.com

(Private Bag X36, Sunninghill, 2157)

7394/13

www.bafokengholdings.com

